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Officials at S.U.

formance and operational efficiency.
McCall is a graduate of Stanford, with a Ph.D. from the
University of Frankfurt. He
also studied at Yale, Paris and
Heidelberg. He speaks French,
German and Spanish.
McCall joined the U.S. foreign
aidprogram in the early days of
the Marshall Plan.

Bangasser
Bids 'Adieu'
W. STEEN McCALL
Two high-levelpolicy makers

with the State Department,John

Homer and W. Steen McCall,
will speak from 3-5 p.m. Monday in Pigott Auditorium. The
University is sponsoring their
visit.
According to Dr. Rutan of
S.U.s political science department, "The topics will probably
range over the spectrum of
of Vietnam, DeGaulle and the
Dominican Republic, but these
gentlemen are prepared to take
all comers in any area of U.S.
foreign policy."
Homer is director of the Office of Public Services in the
Bureau of Public Affairs. He
was appointedaForeign Service
Officer in 1938 and has served
the U.S. in 12 posts including

JOHN HORNER
Dublin, Moscow, Paris,

Athens

and Saudi Arabia.
A graduate of both Somers
College in Bermuda and the National War College, Homer also
attended schools in China and
the Philippines as well as Columbia, Georgetown and Cornell
universities and the University
of Paris. He speaks Russian,

French and Arabic.
McCall is Director of the Education and Human Resources
Service in the Office of Technical Cooperation and Research.
Since 1964 he has also served as
Senior Evaluation Officer of
AID (Agency for International

Development). In this evaluative capacity, he travels to
overseas foreign-aid program
missions to analyze their per-

Fr. Arrupe Explains
Catholic Education
By MIKE PARKS
Declaring that "educators cannot be satisfied with methods
just because they were considered excellent in the past," the
Very Rev. Pedro Arrupe, superior general of the Society of
Jesus, explained some of his
ideas on Catholic education yesterday afternoon.

The remark was made to the
more than 1,000 persons who
showed up under cloudy skies
for a convocation in Fr. Arru-

pe's honor at 11th and Marion.
The convocation came near the
end of the four-hour visit to S.U.
by the leader of the world's
Jesuits.
(Continued on page 3)

"I am inclined to think we
have gotten nowhere."
That was the way ASSU President Tom Bangasser expressed
what he thought of this year's
student government in his final
speech to the student senate at
its meeting last night.
Bangasser pleaded with the
senate to create an "evaluation
and projection" committee to
study the problems of student
government. He asked the senators to act immediately so he
could appoint himself chairman.
THE SENATORS bowed to his
wishes and created the committee. Bangasser told them he had
alreadyappointedhimself chairman.
Bangasser said the committee
will be composed of interested
students and that a report
should be issued by the end of
next fall quarter.
He said the committee will
study the philosophy behind student government before studying proposals to change it.
FOLLOWING the report, the
senate proceededto move quickly through a long agenda. It
passed the bill creating the position of ASSU comptroller to aid
the ASSU treasurer. A wordy
by-law concerning chartering
procedures was passed.
The senate allotted $1,000 from
student funds to pay for the
ASSU President's Weekend. A
proposed revision of the Spirits
by-laws was left in committee.
A bill containing severalamendments to the ASSU constitution
waspostponed. A bill concerning
ASSU office policy was left in

committee.

SILVER SCROLL PLEDGES: Accepted because of service, scholarship and loyalty are clockwise from bottom,
Sue Thoma, Angie Filippini, Liz Lyons and Ann Goerl.
By

JUDY RAUNIG

Four S.U. coeds will soon receive a little silver pin that connotes service, scholarship and loyalty. The four— Angie Filippini,
Ann Goerl, Liz Lyons and Sue Thoma— have been accepted as
pledges for Silver Scroll.
Silver Scroll actives will initiate the new pledges into the juniorsenior women's honorary at a
luncheon later this quarter.
she "will probably teach." This
year she is Ski Club secretaryANGIE, a 20-year-old first treasurer and a member of
quarter senior, hails from Battle Gamma Pi Epsilon. TwentyMountain, Nev. She is an Eng- one-year-old Sue is a native of
lish education major and claims Seattle.
a 3.46 cumulative g.p.a. Angie
The pledges' first duty will be
tutors at the St. Peter Claver
working on a Silver Scroll projCenter and is also a member of ect for AWS Tolo Week. Mary
the election board.
Beth Kuder is Silver Scroll presAnn also tutors at the Claver ident. Dr. Anita Yourglich modCenter. She is 20, a junior from erates the group.
Everett, and majors in psychology. She hopes to work in counseling after her graduation. Although she has a 3.44 cumulative g.p.a. she finds time to act
as junior adviser to S.U.s
Spurs.
The ASSU awards for outstanding
clubs and officers on
pledge
high
with
LIZ IS ONE
aspirations. She hopes to be- campus will be announced tocome a lawyer. Last summer night at the Mv Sigma Songfest
she traveled to Japan— as a par- which officially begins the ASSU
ticipant in the Lions' Club President's Weekend.
The Songfest at 7 p.m. in
Youth Exchange program. She
majors in political science and Pigott Auditorium is open to
has earned a 3.81 cumulative the student body and will be
followed by a dance at 9:30
g.p.a.
Besides being a junior class p.m. in the gym. A five-memsenator, Liz is a member of ber band, the Mercy Boys, will
Gamma Pi Epsilon, national play.
Jesuit women's honorary, Aegis
THE SONGFEST will include
theme copy editor and part-time
secretary to Fr. Webster Patter- musical numbers by campus
son, S.J. She is 20 years old and singing groups and Mv Sigma.
Saturday night the Christian
from Bothell.
Activities Program (CAP) will
SPORTING A 3.9 g.p.a., Sue sponsor a discussion, "Student
is a languagesmajor and thinks Government— Myth or Reality."
Discussion leaders will be Tom
Bangasser, outgoing ASSU president, Gary Miesenberg, ASSU
president-elect, Mike Parks,
Spectator editor, and Jerry HarMrs. Margaret W. Sullivan, nish, senior at large.
university secretary, has been
THE MORI SIMONE band
named Chairman of the Complay at the semi-formal
will
Scholarships
on
Graduate
mittee
at Bellarmine following
and Fellowships. Mrs. Sullivan dance
replaces Rev. Edmund W. Mor- the discussion. Admittance to
ton, S.J., who is now the Aca- the Saturday events is by
invitation.
demic Vice President.
The President's banquet is
The committee remains the
Sunday at
same for the balance of the scheduled for 6 p.m.
year. consisting of: Fr. Robert Rosellini's 410. The trophies and
Egan, S.J., Dr. Charles S. La- awards announced Friday will
Cugna, Dr. David H. Read, and be presented at this time.
All students are invited to atDr. Gerard F. Rutan. Mrs.
Helen Donoghue has been tend the swearing-in ceremony
named the new Executive Sec- at 1 p.m. Monday in the Chieftain lounge.
retary.

Songs Open

Festivities

S.U. Secretary
Given New Post

VISITOR ARRIVES: The Very Rev. Rich-

ard Bradley, rector of Seattle Prep (1.)
helps the Very Rev. Pedro Arrupe, Jesuit
general, into a car at Sea-Tac. Fr. Joseph

Maguire, S.J., is at right. (See pages 1,
3, 5 and 6 for details of the general's
visit.)
—Spectator photo by

Jeff

Lucas
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Winter Honor Roll Lists 390 Students
Winter quarter, 107 students achieved perfect 4.0 grade point averages. They were
among 390 students who made the honor roll
with quarter averages of 3.5 or above.

Students with 4.0 included: Sr. Juana Acosta,FCSP,
Patrick Acres, William Ayres, Sr. Mary Julian Babbitt, 0.P., Lawrence Blain, Lagretta Bleeg, Robert
Boyle, Phyllis Brouelette, Gary Buckley, Judy Burns,
Sr. M. Judith Ann Burnstin, 0.P., Margaret Byrne,
Sr. M. Robert Byron, O.P.
Paul Carey, Kathleen Christensen, John Czak, Virginia Dalton, Robert Deltete, Lawrence Dickson, John
Dougherty, Karin Dufalt, ColleenDuffy, Irene Epstein.
Lawrence Farley Angela Filippini, Sr. Maryellen
Finch, 0.P., Sr. M. Shawn Flanagan,O.P.
TIMOTHY FLANAGAN, Mary Fort, Patricia Frangello, Suzanne Gabler, Sr. M. Angela Glump, 0.P.,
Dianne Grimm, Maureen Gruber, Sr. M. Mark Habenicht, 0.P., Daniel Harkins, Gail Harris, Genie Haugland, John Hruby,Marilyn Jaeger.
Phyllis Johnson, Mary Ann Kapinos, Mary Kay, Gail
Kennelly,Karen Kerola, Michael King, Gail Kinsley,
Martha Knoeber, Judy Kovats, Philip Krebs, John
Kriebel, Mary Beth Kuder, Clare Lentz, Raymond
Liedtke, Sr. Clare Marie Linscott, 0.P., Sr. Anglica
Locati, FCSP.
Melinda Lucum, Stephen Lundquist, Anne Machung,
Judith MacQuarrie, Marianna Madden, Michael Manning, Theresa Mcßride, Cheryl McCann, Mary McManus. Raymond Mikelionis, Jeffrey Montgomery,
Carol Muka9a.
Valeric Nicholls, Dorothy O'Brien, Theodore O'Donnell, Caroline O'Shaughnessy, RaymondPanko, Donald
Parda, Leslie Parks, Margaret Passanisi, Christina
Pavish, Sharron Perotti, Ronald Perry, RonaldPetersen, Sara Purcell.

JOANNE RAPPE, John Robinson, Julie Saltarelli,
Harold Schindler, Patricia Scholes, Marshall Shier,
Pat Smithey, Geraldine Sorensen, Michael Sorensen,
Teresa Sullivan,BarbaraSwan.
Donald Taylor, Robert Taylor, William Taylor, Timothy Tento, Winifred Thompson, Kathleen Tucker,
Joanne Wagner, Terry Wallen, Marianne Wegner,
Thomas Whiting, Mary Whitmore, John Williams,
Susan Williams, Bobbie Zach.
Five students who achieved a 3.9 and above are Sr.
M. Delores Lynch, Elizabeth Mitchell,Kathleen Mullan, Carrol Pease andF'-nton Richards.
STUDENTS WHOSE grades average 3.8 and above
include: Elizabeth Alma, Janet Baker, Marie Butenko,

Sr. Joan Marie Conlin, Elaine Fackler, Sara Gucinski,
Sonja Hampton, Thomas Imholt, Janet Kaufmann,
Nancy Kelley,Ann Koch, Mary Ann Kunz.
Diane Merlino, Susan McWalter, Charles Owen,
Judith Petersen, Sharyn Romans, Marion Sepich,
David Thorn, Donna Torpey, Thomas Woodman.
Those whose g.p.a.'s were 3.7 and above were:
William Agopsowicz, William Almon, Merle Arnold,
Robert Austin, Glen Avery, James Baxter, James Bell,
Sharon Berry, Kathleen Beyer, William Bigas, Sr. M.
Lynette Bluhm, C.S.J.

LAURA BONARO, Kenneth Brandt, Jeanne Brotherton, Patricia Brown, Bruce Bushman, Nancy Cale,
Mary Campion, Pamela Caputo, Shelton Chow, Audrey
Clayton, Carolyn Colombo, Margaret Davies, Susan
Denman, Christopher Dieffenbach, Margaret Disotell.
Janis Eaton, John Ehrenberg, Robert Engelbert,
George Fies, Catherine Finn, Patrick Fleege, Patrick
Frink, Mark Frisby, James Fritzen, Mary Frushour.
Barbara Gallanar, Karen Gazarek, Jane Grafton,
Paula Greenleaf, Douglas Guerrero, Jeanne Harrie,
Mary Hautala, Martha Hedgcock, Terence Hiatt, Marilyn Holstein, David Hughes, Stephen Hunter, William
Jack, Mary Kennedy, John Kirschner, Dianne La-

Grandeur.

Paul Lantz, Richard Layton, John Leland, Carol
Barbara Meyers, James
Miller, Stephen Moran, Patricia Nehl, Mary O'Brien,
James O'Callaghan, Nancy Osborn, Linda Paradis,
Michael Paradis, Margaret Penne.
Maguire, Marilyn McMahon,

GEORGENE POTOCNIK, Elizabeth Pugh, Mary

Reichlin, Mary Ross, James Rundle, Ellen Ryan,
James St. John, Linda Sardarov, Mario Scontrino,
Michael Severance, Margaret Shelley, Sachi Shimooka,
Janet Soran, Donna Spenard, Thomas Spink, Louis
Stevenson, John Sutcliff.
Diana Thielen, Mary Ann Tokin, Michael Tomaso,
Barbara Trachte, Richard Turney, Greg Vermillion,

John Wagaman, Victor Walling, Stephen Wehrly,
Michael Welch, Patrick Welch, Mary Welcome, Stephanie Yandon, Judy Young,Maxine Zemko.
The 54 students with a g.p.a. of 3.6 or above were:
Jeanne Anderson, Charles Burns, Theodore Carl, Jean
Carney, Stephen Clark, Robert Conger, Nancy Conyers,
Raymond Couture, Carol Duescher.

KATHRYN DUDLEY, Craig Duncan, Beverly Dunn,
Sr. M. Susan Fisher, 0.P., JoAnne Fox, Daniel Francois, Kay Franta, Dustin Trederick, Kenneth Fuller.
Maureen Gable, Bonnie Hertz, Peter Imberg, Terry
Johnseine, Margaret Kleffner, William Koon, Stanley
Kurihara, Alan Lamsek, Richard Libao, Barbara

Linscott.

Robert Madigan, Judith Manson, Sr. M. Cara McCormick, CSJ, Edwin McCullough, Eugene McGrath,
Thomas Mcllraith.

MICHAEL MITCHEL, Mary Molitor, Pamela Myers,
Raymond Napierkowski, Sr. John Marie Park, 0.P.,
Sr. John Marian Park, 0.P., Michael Paulus, John
Pirak, Sr. Frieda Marie Raab, SSA, James Raisio,
Frank Reichmann, Sr. M. Carla Robinson, 0.P., Vicki
Rucker.

Sharon Safioles, Teresa Schoen, Patricia Thresher,
Bruce Walker, Mary Welch, Claudia White, Robin
Yeager.
Those students with a g.p.a. of 3.5 or above were:
Michele Adams, Katherine Aldridge, Sr. M. Luke
Amaral, 0.P., Paul Amorino, Ernest Anderson, Terrence Anderson, Allen Andrus, Jr.
Joseph Arima, Bobbie Barsotti, Constance Belmont,
Cecilia Best, Susan Bingham, Janet Blain, Katherine
Borgert, Robert Brown, Margaret Browne, Terri Bryant, Mary Buckley.

KATHY BUCY, Eric Bugna, William Bullwinkel,
Janet Burden, Kathryn Burkhard, John Cannon, Terrence Carroll, Michaela Cassidy, Sandra Cerne, John
Collins, Kathleen Conners, Nicholas Corning, Sr. M.
Rachael Corrigan, CSJ.
Kenneth Cox, Brian Cullen, Robert Cumbow, Jerilyn
Dadosio, Karen Daniel, Diane Delaurenti, Kathleen
Donahue, James Doyle, William Enright, Ronald
Espiritu, Joel Ferguson, Carol Fischer, Elizabeth
Fortin, Anne Goerl, Jerry Griswold.
Rose Guske, Carol Harbolt, Gail Harmon, Constance
Helean, Mary Hindery, Stephen Hopps, Tecla Jung,
James Kamel, Raymond Kokubun, Nancy Lovelace,
Clement Lum, Mary McDermott, Maureen McDonell.
DANIEL McIALWAIN, Susan McMahon, James McNeil, Melinda Meagher, John Meyer, Gary Mickelson,
John Milnor, Gail Monroe, Norma Naiden, Curtis
Nealen, Sharon Nensen, PatriciaNoonan.

Gary Ogden, Jennifer Palmer, Karen Peel, Robert
Linda Rodriguez, John Ruoff,
Kathleen Ryder, Elizabeth Saumer, Michael Sauve,
Mark Schachet.
Francis Schneider, Patricia Serino, Diann Shea,
Michael Shepherd, John Simpkins, Michael Soltero,
Carol Steiert, Gary Stolliday, Dorothy Styslinger, Sr.
M. Bethano Haylor, CSJ, Sue Thomas, Anthony Todd,
Valeric Tolan.
Carol Ullrich, Cynthia Wagg, Karen Wagner, Barbara Walch, Mary Walsh, Carroll Wheeldon, Mary
Williams, Sr. M. Judith Wise, Cathy Zach and Terry
Pohl, Ann Reynolds,

...

Zaremba.

What you notice is

Interviews

Announced
'seniors

will have
Graduating
the opportunity for personal interviews with major company
representatives in the coming

weeks.
Commerce and finance and
liberal arts students should
make appointment interviews in

downsloping roof line
wneefwvVr's*
What you feel is

wraparound

triple taillights

Pigott 156. Engineering majors
should register in Barman 118.
Interviews will be in the placement office. Dates and the companies interviewing are:
Monday: Allstate Insurance,
C. & F. and L.A. students; Tuesday: Seattle Civil Service Department, C. & F. and P.E. students; Thomas J. Lipton, Inc.,
C. & F. and L.A. students; Wednesday: Xerox, C. & F. students.
April 27, Dow Chemical Co.,
E.E., M.E., C. & F., L.A., chemistry and math students; April
29: PacificNational Bank of Seattle, C. & F. students; May 16:
Woolworth Co., C. & F. and L.A.

...
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What you call it is an Impala Super Sport

'Crest Advisers
Choose Officers

Junior advisers at Marycrest

have elected Maureen Hardy, a
French major from Everett, as
their president. Barbara Teterud, an office management major from Tacoma, is vice president; Carlin Good, a history major from Butte, Mont., is secre-

Impala Suptr Sport Coupe

tary.

Karen Meisiahn,

whose major
is sociology and who lives in
Las Vegas, Nev., was chosen
treasurer, and Nancy Conyers,
a P.E. major from Neah Bay,
Wash., is publicity director.
Mrs. Marvel Joyce and Maureen will direct second floor,
Mrs. Use Tierneyand Carlin will
live on third, Mrs. Rose Laßart
and Barbara on fourth, Mrs. Cecile McPhee and Nancy on fifth,
and Mrs. Helen Bonus and Karen on the sixth floor of Marycrest.
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Now at yourChevrolet dealer's |
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Allkinds of goodbuys allin one place

Where you get it is at your
Chevrolet dealer's, and when
is now~during Double Dividend Days. There are Super
Sports plain if you ca this
p^u,: s(ra(o niuktt seats,
console, carpeting and eight
standard saf ty features like
back-up lights. Super Sports

.
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lavish with comforts you
specify. And Super Sports
eager with things you add.
Buy now!
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200 Jesuits Honor
Society General
(Continued from page 1)

CATHOLIC educators, accord-

to Fr. Arrupe, must be
constantly searching for improvements "in order to show
themselves prudently, but realistically, faithful to the mentality of their generation, even if
this means giving up some cherished convictions."
"The Catholic University will
fulfill its mission only if it heeds
St. Ignatius' wise stricture and
plays a decisive role in the community it serves. It ought to
play this role with boldness and
great confidence, facing frankly
the problems of the times and
ready for all innovations, even
the most radical," Fr. Arrupe
ing

said.

He acknowledged the important role the layman must play
in the changing Church during
a press conference at Marycrest
Hall shortly after his arrival on
campus. Later, in his address at
the convocation,he said: "... it
behooves us to encourage the
lay faculty (of Catholic universities) to assume greater responsibilties and put at their
disposal all that is best in the
spiritual and pedagogical traditions of the University, or of our
religious order."
THE TINY SPANIARD, who
was elected general of the Society just last May, arrived in
Seattle at 10:10 a.m. aboard a
Boeing tri-jet. Despite the grueling pace of his two-week tour of
the U.S., the first such visit by
a Jesuit general, he showed
little signs of tiredness. He
flashed his easy, winning smile
often as he swept througha busy

schedule while on campus.

He met with broadcast and
newspaper reporters and cameramen at a press conference at
11:15 a.m. in the Marycrest
lobby. After reading a prepared
statement, he deftly fielded a
variety of questions covering
such topics as the role of the
Society in the changing Church,
populationcontrol, the Christian
confrontation with atheism and
vocations. The only question he
declined to answer was one on
Viet Nam "I don't want to comment on political questions," he
explained.
He was easily understood despite his slight accent. He was
pleased when one reporterasked
him a question in his native
Spanish.
The press conference over, he
met individually the more than
200 Jesuit priests, scholastics
and juniors from Western Washington and Northern Oregon who
had come to Seattle for the

—

occasion.
Luncheon with the Jesuits followed. He spoke in private to

the Jesuits for about 45 minutes.
The convocation was next.
Afterwards, he met some of the
members of the Board of Re-

who were in the audience.
He was also introduced to some
local legislators.
The general has appeared to
be impressed with what he has
seen of U.S. Jesuits in his tour,
according to the Very Rev. Vincent O'Keefe, S.J., an assistant
to Fr. Arrupe who is traveling
with him. Fr. O'Keefe said Fr.
Arrupe will have met more than
half of the more than 8.000 Jesuits in the U.S. when his tour

The S.U. Yacht Club elected
officers for the 66-67 academic
year.
The new commodore is Lloyd
Brodniak, a junior. Sue Podgorny, a freshman, is vice-commodore; Patty Auld, sophomore, is
the secretary, and Jim Dooley,
sophomore, is treasurer.

Pictures taken last fall when Capt. Chastek was on campus.

Snatching Business Poor:

Chastek Reaffirms Requirements

gents

ends Sunday.

Sailors Elect Brodniak

Copt. Chester Chctstek. state Selective Service director

After the convocation, Fr.
Arrupe flew to Spokane where
he staved overnight. He will fly
to Milwaukee today where he
will attend the national convention of Alnha Sterna Nu. national
Jesuit scholastic honorary.
From there he will fly to New
York and eventually back to
Rome.

4-HOUR DRY CLEANING SERVICE

MASTER CLEANERS

KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY
Minor Repairs Free
to
Discounts Seattle U Students and Faculty
MAin 4-6636
1209 MADISON

By JUDY RAUNIG

In a

Spectator

interview

Wednesday, Capt. Chester Chastek, state director of the Selective Service System, reaffirmed
the requirements males must
meet inorder to receive a study
deferment for next year.
Freshman students must rank
in the upper half of their class;
sophomores in the upper twothirds; and juniors in the upper
three-fourths. Members of each
of these classes could also obtain a deferment by scoring 70

DEANE SIMPSON'SJtf
RICHFIELD SERVICE
Across from Chieftain

■>!

When asked whether or not

The Town Girls are collecting
magazines and letters to send to
men fighting in Viet Nam. Red,
white and bluecardboard boxes,

Machine Wrong
On Test Scores

An error was made in the process of automation in the computing of the test results of the
General Culture Test given to
S.U. students applyingfor schol-

arships.
According to Miss Patricia
Young, head of the scholarship

replicas of U.S. mail boxes, will
be located in the dorms, Pigott
and L.A. buildings to collect the
magazines and letters.
The girls are sponsoring this
activity in answer to a request
from a sailor aboard the USS

Bon Homme Richard, stationed
off the Viet Nam coast. The
sailor said the men's morale is
low because, "We don't receive
very much mail."
Students are asked to contribute magazines such as Sports
Illustrated, Life, Newsweek,
Post, Look, Readers' Digest,
Mad, etc. Contributions should
be put in the replicas of mail

the error was discovered
when students complainedabout boxes marked "U.S. Male,"
how low their test scores were.
Students who wish to receive which will be up Monday.magaThe club will pay the
the corrected results of the test
scores should submit a stamped, zine postage, but requests the
self-addressed envelope to the letters be accompanied by an
airmail stamp if possible.
S.U. computer center.

*-&

GOOD/VEAR ill
Deone Simpson
TlDcc
lIKE 3
Proprietor

# Motor Tune Up
# Electrical, Light Repairs
# Exhaust and Brake Repairs
# Front End and Alignment
# Batteries

We Give
Gold Bond

DOW CHEMICAL
INTERVIEWING APRIL 27. 1966. FOR
Accountant*
Chemists
Engineers

Math Majors
Technical Sales

Locations throughout the United States.
For appointment contact your Placement Office.

—

—

an equal opportunity employer

pable."
The state draft quota for June
is light— 2ol. But the Captain
said he expects the July quota
to increase.
"WE MUST NEVER overlook
why we exist," the Captain
said. He explained, "The Selective Service exists to insure the
maintainance of the Armed
Forces necessary for our defense. To insure that the nation
shall be prepared to raise and
support the military forces required, Congress imposed on all
men within liable ages the obligation to perform military service."
Captain Chastek concluded
that it would behoove students
to take the qualification test.
Applications for the test must
be postmarked no later than
Saturday, April 23. Forms are
available at the registrar's office. Tests will be administered
on campus May 14, 21 and
June 3.

Raiders Receive
12 New Cadets

After two quarters of intensive
training, 12 cadets have qualified as Raiders. They were
awarded black berets at a presentation ceremony during 0740
Drill this morning. Presentation
was made by Major William
Wombacher, Commanding Officer of Company E, 17th Special
Forces.
The new Raiders are: Freshmen Bruce Bushman, Michael
Dunegan, Robert Hutchinson,
David Deptich, Donald Robison,
Philip Roppo, Steve Matzdorf
and Darrell Wells; sophomore
HughBangasser; juniors Robert
Frause, Maurice McNamee and

RichardNeumann.
They are qualified in patrolling, map reading, first aid,
communications, weapons and
bayonet. The remainder of the
quarter will be spent training in

combat swimming and river

crossings and mountaineering.

Stamps

1 lth& E. Madison

...

Coeds to Start Collecting
Magazines, Letters for G.I.'s

office,

QUICK SERVICE!

graduating seniors who intend to
attend graduate school but had
been accepted by June
not
THE CAPTAIN emphasized, would be snatched up, Capt.
"It will be equally important to Chastek said, "We're not very
have the class standing and also good at the snatching business."
be accepted for the next highest
He stressed the importance of
class."
students alertingtheir local
such
That means, for example, that draft boards.He added that stua freshman student must return dents who plan to attend graduto school in the fall as a first ate school should put it in
quarter sophomore, not a fourth
writing and beseech their local
qmrter freshman. Capt. Chasdraft
board because "we have
tek said this is one "little ele- no crystal ball
writing the
ment too often overlooked."
request makes it more palor higher on the Selective Service qualification test.

EA 3-9773

The highlight of the Raiders'
spring training will be a threeday survival exercise in the
swamp area of Ft. Lewis.
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Spring Quarter Thought: 'The Very Rich

Editorial

Does the Shoe Fit? Are Different From You and Me . . .'

JUDY FERY
Too little has been written
about America's dedicated youth
—that group of young people
stein's
__
who sacrifice and struggle, work
_. .
was scheduled.
Apparently no one had confirmed the talk with Dr. Einstein by the sweat of their brows all
either. As late as Tuesday morning, the same Spectator reporter for one final goal, a college
spent an hour with Dr. Einstein in the Chieftain. At that time he
diploma. Perhaps this class of
was looking for the ASSU publicity director so arrangements could Americans will be better apprebe made.
if true-to-life efforts of
TUESDAY AFTERNOON, as a first source of information, the ciated
typical S.U. students to
several
for
information.No
one
at
that
reporter contacted the ASSU office
office knew anything about the talk. Later the ASSU Special Events survive without money are here
entertainment chairman called The Spectator and told the reporter enumerated.
that his committee had nothing to do with the talk. However, he
Have you heard about the
thought the New Conservatives were sponsoringit. So the reporter young coed who, having not a
checked with two members (and tried to locate two others) of that penny to her name to purchase
organization.
scotch tape, was driven to set
Again no luck. The members knew nothing about a talk, but her hair with green stamps?
night
at the
suggested that the Political Union might. So Tuesday
print shop, while the paper was beingmade-up, the reporter phoned
SINCE WASHING and drying
Fr. Lawrence Donohue, S.J. He confirmed that the talk was to be a loadof clothes in coin-operated
sponsored by the Political Union and referred the reporter again
machines requires at least a
to the ASSU office. The reporter then located the ASSU president,
quarter, dorm students have
extremely
was
could
offer
no
called,
polite,
but
who like the others
occasionally resorted to trampinformation about the talk.
Finally, the Political Union president phoned the print shop ing barefoot on the laundry in
and gave the reporter at least a few basic details about the sched- the bathtub. It is not at all unuled talk. Fortunately,The Spectator was not quite on the presses, common, however, to walk into
so we wereable to print a brief story.
a lady's room at Marycrest and
WE DO NOT HERE reiterate this something lengthy account become entangled among the
is
reporter's
knit-pick.
Perseverance
trials and tribulations to
of a
clotheslines strung throughout.
our job and we accept it voluntarily. But such lack of communica- Some girls solve the problem of
tion among those who should be informed about a visitor to our what to put on empty bulletin
campus has many ramifications.
boards by hanging clothes on
It reflects badly on us as individuals and on the University as them to dry.
a whole. Such inefficiency could lead to a disappearance of guest
And please don't discriminate
lecturers from our campus. And we think students must have conagainst the young lady with the
tact with off-campus opinion in order to be truly educated.
THOSE RESPONSIBLE for a guest lecture should at least purple and green socks or the
notify the ASSU office which is supposedly the hub of student checkerboard nylons or the
activity and information about campus events. We would also hope weird-looking eyes. It turns out
that our office would be notified so all students could benefit from that she is the smart one; coeds
can save at least 20 cents by
attendinga lecture, if they want to take advantageof it.

Before The Spectator went to press Tuesday night, a reporter
tried for over three hours to obtain information about Dr. Norbert
Einstein's lecture inBarman Auditorium yesterday.
The reporter wanted to find out who was sponsoring Dr. Eintalk since no one had notified the news desk that the talk

.

—

.

Audience Responds— to Modern Poet

By BOBBIE ZACH
"I'm sorry these poems are
so gloomy, but Idon't write
light verse," John Logan said
midway through his reading
Tuesday afternoon in Pigott.
The well-known contemporary
poet, editor and 'teacher read
13 of his poems in the course of
the hour-long program. He included selections from two of
his books, "Ghosts of the Heart"
and "Spring of the Thief," plus
several newer poems.
LOGANOFTEN writes"prose"
poetry and makes use of everyday language. These characteristics, added to his rather ordinary reading voice, made it easy
for his small but fairly responsive audience to follow him.
Logan also enjoys the appearance of a middle-agedpoet. The
longer he read, the more truly
involved he became with what
he was reading which is always helpfulin programsof this
nature. The strong rhythms of
his syllabic verse also contributed to the intensity of his reading.
Another item that helped retain audience attention was the
fact that several of the later
poems had Seattle settings, like
"Thirteen Preludes for Pioneer
Square."
Common human experiences
form the starting point in most

—

of Logan's poems the memory
of a grade school picnic, a New
York street scene, a visit to
the zoo all become universalized.
THE DEFINITE religious tone
of his work, aside from the familiar references to things Catholic
("Saturday confession" or "the
third Sunday of Lent") that
keep cropping up, is perhaps
best expressed in such pieces
as the title poem from "Spring
of the Thief." Logan seems almost to be searching hopelessly
for a hope he must believe is
there but feels will never be
manifested to him.
He tries to identify with objects he encounters but achieves
this merging only with outcasts
like the thief. A persuasive guilt
usually leaves him feeling that
he has fallen somewhat short of

—

of welfare food and trudged up
the hill with beans and 20
pounds of dry milk.
There's a lively transaction in
lunch tickets toward the end of
every quarter and many a
breakfast donut turns up at

By

Almost any student from Portland returns from a weekend at
home laden with cigarettes at
Oregon prices. Some nursing
students of a few years ago tried
from the
rolling their own
tobacco in collected cigarette
butts.
The average collegestudent at
some time or other during his
career has had to write home
for such simple necessities as
soap. So many students have
such little time and money that
they can't be blamed for bringing their laundry home to mother or for wearing wool clothing
all year round.

...

purchasing nylons and mascara
at the 88-cent store.

There's a conscientious lad
slaying all day on
campus and his part-time job,
must come home to his unfurnished apartment and crawl into
who, after

his sleeping bag!
Horse meat from the Pike
Street Market (steak, 43 cents
a pound) has graced the table of
at least one group of apartment
dwellers. The cook didn't inform
her roommates until three days
later. (They liked it.)

A GROUP of men living off
campus convinced a government
agency that they were deserving

"WHEN THE staples will no
longer hold your shoes together," suggested a sage freshman girl, "go home." When
home is too far away, one can
send a letter postage due to indicate the gravity of the situation.
Buses from downtown are, of
course,

extravagance

a needless
...
a bicycle is cheaper than a
Honda ... and one can hitchhike to school with a little luck
...
Wine is cheaper by the gallon and there's always Happy
Hour ...

SEATTLE

his aim, realizinginstead a hazy
separationof things.
A poem, "To a Young Poet
Who Fled," illustrates some of
the dangers for a neophyte inexperienced in understanding
modern poetry in general and
Logan's verse in particular
that of accepting the obvious
first level of meaning.

—

The English department and
Fragments are to be commended for sponsoring Logan's
reading on campus. It certainly
cannot be denied that the experience of hearing an established poet read his own works
was an opportunity not to be
missed. Unfortunately many did
just that probably because
— of a
perennialproblem at S.U. lack
of sufficient publicity for worthwhile events.
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TRAINEE— SS2S-$575, any relevant degree. June
grads welcomed.

—

II Management

U

|

Trainee
Positions

ICurrently open for young
Imen and women with deIgreet in Accounting, FinIance and Banking, General
ICommerce; and Arts and
ISciences.

fi

Apply

5
I
I
I
I
I
*

:

"£

Pacific National Bank
900 2nd Aye.
MA 2-5336, Ext. 269 or 369

I

$600-$7OO. Degree plus at
PROFESSIONAL
least a year of professional, technical or trade
experience. Minimum age 23.
These are challenging, diversified positions in public personnel, helping us get the right people for key city jobs.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
TUESDAY. APRIL 19
SIGN UP ATPLACEMENT OFFICE

I

or Call MR. ROBERTS. JU 3-2693

MONEY TALKS
you hear it loud and clear when you have
a special checking account at N Bof C. No
minimum balance. No service charge. Pay only
a dime a check. Come in today!

©And

NBC

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
A goodplace to bank

First Hill Office
1201 Madison

Maurice F. Claeyi
Manoqer
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Fr. Arrupe Challenges Catholic University

This Generation
Educators Must Evolve Boldly With
—

The following is the greater portion of
the address delivered yesterday on campus by the Very Rev. Pedro Arrupe, su~
perior general of the Society of Jesus:
Obviously the impressions gained from
a journey that compresses thousands of
miles and hundreds of sights in a few
short days have to be superficial, but
taken together they leave the traveller
with a feeling for the beauty, the variety,
the wealth and the warmth of America
that a more leisurely examination might
not reveal. But Ihave not come here to
tell you what you already know that you
live in a land incredibly blessed by Divine
Providence so let us turn to another subject, one in which we also share a common interest, the Catholic University, its
mission and its future.
THE CHURCH OF Christ has ever been
a patron of learning. As early as the
second century she was instrumental in
establishing centers of knowledge and instruction in Rome, Alexandria, Edessa
and elsewhere. Her churches and monasteries preserved the ancient documentsof
human culture from the threat of destruction by the barbarian invasions. Over the
centuries, her pontiffs were the major
contributors to the development and progress of the sacred and secular sciences,
so much so that of 52 universities founded
before 1400, 29 were created solely by the
Bishops of Rome and ten others, in conjunction with temporal rulers.
Some of the most celebrated seats of
learning in the world— among them Paris,

—

—

—

Bologna, Oxford, Cambridge, Grenoble,
Vienna, Heidelberg, Prague, Louvain and
are indebted to the Roman
Mexico
Church for their origin and growth.

FROM THE BEGINNING, the Fathers
and Doctors of the Church, her popes and
philosophers have repeatedly appraised
her educational endeavors, have repeatedly restated her central concepts:
Thus, St. Augustine, in the fourth century, said:
"What debates, what philosophical doctrine, what laws of any nation, can be
compared with the two commandments
which, Christ has told us, summarize the
whole law and the prophets: Love the
Lord Thy God with all thy heart, with
all thy soul and with all thy mind, and
love thy neighbor as thyself. Therein is
summarized the science of physics, because all the causes of natural things are
in God, their Creator. There you will find
morality, since a good and honest life
consists of loving Him Who gives being
and him who receives it, namely God and
man.

of the total human being a mission not
possible without, in Newmans phrase,
"reuniting things which were in the beginning joined together by God and have
been put asunder by man."
It must not only master and synthesize
a diversity of subjects on the plane of
purely natural knowledge but it must
also pursue a Divine scholarship which
seeks out the deeper sources of truth "in
the mutual bond of all the arts of learning, in the perennial philosophy and in
sacred theology."
THE CATHOLIC University will fulfill
its exalted mission only if it achieves true
academic distinction. This requires,
among other things, that the University
be open to the winds of change to the
momentuous renewal and reform taking
place in the Church in the aftermath of
the Ecumenical Council and to the myriad
psychological, cultural and social transformations taking place in the world.
Adopting such a stance cannot fail to
raise many questions, for it is quite clear
we will have to be able to distinguish the
constructive elements in the new thinking
from those that are not.
But educators cannot be satisfied with
methods just because they were considered excellent in the past. Quite the contrary, their role forces them to adjust
to the actual evolution of academic and
educational structures and to be constantly searching for improvements in order to
show themselves, prudently but realistically, faithful to the mentality of their
generation, even if this means giving up
some cherished convictions.
The Catholic University will fullfill its
mission only if it heeds St. Ignatius' wise
stricture and plays a decisive role in the
community it serves. It ought to play this
role with boldness and great confidence,
facing frankly the problems of the times
and ready for all innovations, even the
most radical.
TODAY, MORE THAN EVER, the world
has shorn itself of Christian and often
human values, and there is a need for
involvement at virtually every level of
human endeaver.
The Catholic University will fulfill its
mission only if there is rapport and understanding and mutual trust between the
religious-educator and the laymen and
women who share his teaching apostolate.
The Vatican Council issued firm directives
in this regard, so it behooves us to encourage the lay faculty to assume greater
responsibilities, and put at their disposal
all that is best in the spiritual and pedago-

—

The Very Rev. Pedro Arrupe, S.J.
Thus, a nineteenth century pope (Leo
XII) said:
"Certainly, St. Augustine, that bright
beacon of the church has no intention of
excluding the natural sciences from the
schools of humanity, nor of eliminating
the practice of the liberal arts which he
so extensively practiced. But he has quite

rightly warned teachers and students that

all this, in truth, receives its origin from
God, is in accord with reason and religion
and further, must necessarily return to
God, the beginning and the end of the
liberal arts."
Thus, John the 23rd— that most modem
man said:
"... The searcher for secular knowledge
can easily miss
the truth
by which all studies are consolidated
that the very apex of knowing and doing
is Christ, the Word of God. He is Truth
itself, from Whom and by Whom and in
Whom are all things."
A UNIVERSITY may be described as a
place of learning where human knowledge
is advanced and disseminated. A Catholic
University must be that and more. For
its mission as we have seen is nothing
less than the development and perfecting

—

. ..

...

—

...

gical traditions of the University, or of
our religious order.
AT THE VERY beginning of the Christian era, Tertullian described the role of

Christian in the secular world: "We are
not strangers to life," he said. "We are
fully aware of the gratitude we owe to
God, our Lord and Creator. We reject
none of the fruits of His handiwork, we
only abstain from their immoderate or
unlawful use. We are living in the world
with you; we do not shun your forum,
your markets, your baths, your shops,
your factories, your stables, your places
of business and trade. We sail and fight
with you, we cultivate the land and we exchange skilled labor and display our
works in public in your service."
It was a pagan world then and it is an
irreligious world now. The need for men
who think, judge and act constantly and
consistently in accordance with right reason illumined by the supernatural light of
the example and teaching of Christ the
need for true and finished men of character has never been greater. So it is
that the need for the Catholic University
of quality has never been greater.
IN AMERICA, in particular where the
number of students in college is expected
to treble by the year 2,000, the demands
on the physical, spiritual and monetary
of
resources of our Catholic institutions
higher learning will be beyond imagining.
Finding the ways to meet these demands
will require much prayer, great ingenuity
and limitless sacrifice. But the importance of the task requires no less. After
all, the Divine instruction is clear and
certain: "Go therefore teach ye all nations ..."
Let me conclude with a brief word to
the young scholars here today. In a very
short time even the youngest among you
will become "sharers of the possession of
the world." Determine to order your life
not according to worldly principles but
in the light of eternal ones. Prepare yourself now for the battle by the solid practice of Christian virtues, by the diligence
of your studies, by the fervor of your
prayers. The temptations, in a world become increasingly self-indulgent and unGodly, are many and great.
Do not be led astray by false impressions, by unruly passions or by public
opinion. Remember always that God is
"the cause by which the universe was
made, the light by which all truth is
seen, the fountain from which all happiness flows." May He have you in His

—

__

keeping always.

HONORS PROGRAM
Did You Know...

—I THAT have Honors Program
and ...
—
full tuition scholarships available for it ...
2 THAT there
we

an

on campus,

are

declared the best in the nation by Professor Joseph Cohn, former
Executive Director of the Inter-University Conference on the Superior Student, (ICSS), a
clearing house for all Honors Programs in the nation

3_THAT our program was

. ..

—A THAT

we were one of six out of over 300 universities invited to provide speakers for both student and director panels at the national Honors conference in Denver last spring

...

s— -THAT current freshmen can complete the 2 year program and still graduate in the regulation 4 years
" """""""
77777777

t

SEE YOU AT OUR BOOK STORE BOOTH NEXT WEEK
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No. 1 Jesuit Pays Visit to Campus

CHALLENGE: The Very Rev.
Pedro Arrupe, Jesuit superior
general, addressed a crowd of
more than 1,000 at an open-air
convocation on campus yesterday.

More than 200 area Jesuits attended the luncheon at Marycrest Hall.

From left, Fr. Arrupe, Fr. Bradley and Fr. Small.

Waiting to speak

.

..

From left, Fr.Fitterer, Fr. O'Keefe, Fr. Kelley, Fr. Arrupe.

Meeting two S.U. students

. ..

Catching up on the news

...

— Spectatorphotos by Dennis Williams
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Seattle Duo Works for Nationals
By PAT CURRAN

S.U.s dynamic duo,
Steve Hopps andTom Gorman, have only one collegiate season to establish
their prowess as a tennis tan-

dem.

One season, however, just
might be enough. So far this
year, the two netters are undefeated as a team. On a recent
foray into California the duo
thrashed some good doubles
teams from San Jose State and
Stanford.

FOR EIGHT years Gorman
and Hopps competed together or

against each other in tennis.
Last year both of them sat out
the varsity season in order to
capitalize this year on their reserve of combined experience.
NCAA post-season rules preclude any tennis player from its
tourneys after three years of
varsity action. Hopps used up
two years as a freshman and a
sophomore before Gorman enteredS.U.
If he had lifted a tennis racket
officially last year, there would
have been no possibility of teaming with his fellow high school
teammate in post-season competition. This came about because NCAA rules prohibit fresh-

New Look Promised
For Spring Softball

men from competing in these
tournaments. And a year ago
Gorman was only a lowly frosh.

THE MANUEVERING by the
S.U. athletic department and by
the players themselves to remedy this rulebook barrier indicates a hope that the GormanHopps combo can create a stir
in the nationals at Miami later
this spring. Whether thisstir produces sizable currents depends
on two factors.
The first variable inheres in
the process of tournament selection. Certain players are
seeded and placed in the tourney according to their successes
of the just finished season. The
placing would insure Seattle's
duo of not initially facing the
top-seeded entries.

7

Looney's Blast
Short of Mark

COURT SURFACES form the
second factor. In Miami claycourts are used while in the
Northwest asphalt courts are
familiar to netters. Doubles
With spring quarter barely three weeks old, the strategy on asphalt requires a
men's intramural program will commence this weekend. vigorous attacking game close
to the net; on a claycourt doubThere will be an innovation in this year's softball les
play must be moved back
play. The official rules of
from the net.
slow-pitch will govern play five innings must be played for
Game strategy must be
instead of regular softball regu- a game to be declared official. switched as surfaces differ. The
Schedule follows in part.
lations.
fact that Hopps and Gorman are
not as experiencedon clay as on
The slow-pitch was started
Intramural Slow Pitch
asphalt could hamper their efthis year by the physical eduSoftball Schedule
fectiveness.
department
cation
to make the Sat., Field No. 5
The goal of Hopps and Gorgame more interesting and to
a.m.,
Dogs
10:00
vs. Oregons
man
is to "earn enough points
enable more players to see ac11:30 a.m., Goats vs. Trillos
to rank S.U. as a finisher in the
tion. The premise behind slow1:00 p.m.,Chamber vs. Les
top 15 tennis teams in the napitch is that a pitcher cannot
Singes
tion." To do so, the Chieftains'
overpower a batter, thus, the
2:30 p.m., Whats vs. Assassins

fielders have more chances to
muff a hit ball. Also it is designed to give every team a
chance of winning.

SOME OF the rules of slowpitch are that the ball must be
delivered at a moderate speed
underhand with a perceptible
arch of at least three feet. A
runner is out for leaving a base
before the pitced ball reaches
home plate. A pitch hitting the
batter is declared a ball. The
batter is out when he bunts or
chops the ball downward. And
under no condition is a runner
permitted to steal a base.
Other rules of the game are

4:00 p.m.,Nads vs. Onions
Sun., Field No. 4
12:30 p.m., Cellar vs. Riflers
2:00 p.m.,Chamber vs. Dogs
3: 30 p.m., Whats vs. Goats
Field No. 5
12:30 p.m.,Nads vs. Oregons
2:00 p.m.,M.D.'s vs.Les
Singes
3:30 p.m.,Lagnafs vs.
Assassins

hope will separate and compete
in the singles matches also.

CONGRATULATIONS: Steve Looney is being congratulated by Larry Buzzard after he just completed hitting
GORMAN'S chances for plac- a three-run homer in the second game against theHusking as a singles entry recently ies Wednesday. Also standing by the plate are Steve
received a boost when he beat Conklin and Mike Gonzales
who preceded Looney home.
— Spectator
John Bests of Stanford, a naphoto by EmmettLane

tionally ranked player.
But the singles foraging of
Gorman and Hopps necessarily
seems incomplete, for what is

S.U. and the U.W. baseball teams did the charitable
thing Wednesday by splitting a double header at White
Batman without Robin?
Center. The Chiefs won the opener 3-2, and the Huskies
copped the nightcap 16-3.
In the second game soph- game as the Huskies tallied 12
omore Steve Looney stirred up hits and 16 runs.
The next Chieftain contest will
the contest by belting a 350 foot be a double header against
three-run homer over the left Portland State at White Center
Even with the popularity of will be competing in their first field fence. Seattle was five runs tomorrow.
that a regular softball will be motorized sea transportation, intercollegiate rowing regatta. behind at the time, but his blast
used. No steal-cleated shoes or eight S.U. students will attempt This will also be a first for S.U. fell short of the mark as the
track shoes are permitted. A to propel themselves over 1,000
Rowing against Seattle will be Huskies powered over eight
team shall consist of 10 play- meters of Seattle's Green Lake the Oregon State freshmen, the runs two innings later.
ers, the extra man being a short at 1 p.m. tomorrow.
University of Puget Sound,
Highlights of the first contest
The eight students, members Lakeside boys school, and
fielder. A regulation game shall
the
by Steve
consist of seven innings, and of the S.U. Rowing Association, Greenlake Rowing Club crews. included a home run
Mezich on the first pitch of the
The S.U. freshman golfers
Spectators will be admitted to contest. On his second time at won their first match, handily
the viewing area free.
the bat Mezich almost got an- defeating the Everett J.C. dufThe S.U. team includes Jeff other homer but a Husky out- fers 12V2 to 514 on the Everett
Comfort, Tom Stilwater, Brian fielder caught the ball next to Municipal golf course WednesMetcalf, Nick Garr, Greg Woolday.
the fence.
son, Bob Pigott, Harry Fowler
Jeff Johnson won medalist
Sims, the winner of the
Jeff
a-d Jim Smith.
first game, had to throw many honors with a 70 over the par 72
pitches to handle theU.W. bats- course. Other Papoose scores
men, but in the top of the final were Tom Rudy, 79; Roger
frame with one out and two men Watt, 80; Dennis Driscoll, 83;
on and the score 3-2, he rared Dennis Slimkosky, 78; and Phil
Urban growth is the phenomenon of our times. The probback to set down U.W. with two Cummings, 81.
strike outs. Paul Laßissonaire
Low man for Everett was
lems it poses offer stimulating and challenging public
was clobbered in the second Chuck Anderson with a par 72.
service careers for the civic minded college man. Campus
interviews scheduled for Tuesday, April 19, with CITY
»W*CLIP THIS VALUABLE COUPON1+**+^+
OF SEATTLE representative. Details at Student Placement
Office. Inquiries welcome regardless of draft status. Current openings for June grads include:

Rowing Takes Precedence
At Green Lake Tomorrow

S.U. Duffers Win
Against Everett

PUBLIC SERVICE CAREERS

CITY of SEATTLE

MONDAY&cnrriAi
Tuesday

COMMERCIAL CONSULTANT .. . $540 ... degree in any

A

field;business admin, preferred.

PATROLMAN (police)
preferred.

. ..

FIREMAN
valuable.

$540

. . . $540 . . . social sciences

...

physics, hydraulics background

. . . $530 . . . Physical Educ.
SANITATION INSPECTOR ... $455 ..Public Health,

RECREATION SUPERVISOR
or related science.

. ..

xi,

. ..

$545
Accounting major.
ACCOUNTANT
Starting salaries listed; automatic increments
plus excellent promotional opportunities.
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New and Used Textbooks 4
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S.U. Scholars Receive Awards Peace Corps Accepts
Seven S.U. Students

Two S.U. seniors and one win-

ter quarter graduate have re-

ceived fellowships for graduate
study.
Dick Twohy, a senior from
San Jose, Calif., majoring in political science, has been awarded a $1,000 fellowship for study
at New York University Law

School next year.
Twohy is a former student

senator and was the organizer
of last fall's campaign for responsible citizenship.
The fellowship was awarded
under the Root-Tilden program.
Twohy will be eligiblefor larger
fellowships in his second and
third years at NYU under the
program.
Susan Bingham, a 22-year-old
history major from Woodside,
Calif., has been accepted into
the Master of Arts in teaching
program at Northwestern University. The award includes a
stipend of $3,500. Susan is a
winter quarter graduate.
Stephen Haycox, a senior history major residing in Seattle,
received a graduate assistantship to the University of Oregon.
The award, which includes an

DICK TWOHY
annual $2,000 stipend, is renewable. Haycox is vice president of
Alpha Sigma Nu, Jesuit men's
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honorary, and was a co-chairman of the student core revision
committee last spring.

Carol Morigelli AWS president
has been assigned to work in
Venezuela. She is a physical
education major from Tacoma.
Sachi Shimooka will serve in
Brazil and is in education. She

Seven S.U. students have been
accepted by the Peace Corps.
They willbe serving in countries
of South America, Asia and
Africa.
Mary Ann Kapino is a senior
from Aberdeen, Washington,
and a psychology major. She
has been in the honors program.
Mary Ann will serve in Columbia.
Patrick Dorr is a philosophy
major and member of the honors program from Portland,
Oregon. He will work with the
corps in Burma.
Donna Torpe has been assigned to work in Venezuela.
She is a physical education
major from San Mateo, California.

hails from Los Angeles, Calif.
Ann Cunningham is a senior
secondary education major from
Seattle. She is assigned to Morocco. Ann has worked on various
AWS projects, is Gamma secretary and was co-editor of
student learner hand book.
Janice Jorgensen, a sophomore from Gustine, California,
is a Spanish major. Temporarily assigned to South America, Janice has been active in

baseball intramurals and dorm
projects.

LATE NEWS

Red Cross Here
To Seek Recruits

An American Red Cross representative will visit S.U. April
26 to interview seniors for positions with the organization.
The representative will interview students between 8 a.m.
a^d 5:30 p.m. in the placement
office at the S.U. Bookstore.
Women are needed to be recreation workers and caseworkers. Men are needed to fill assistant field director positions at
military installations.
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Today

Activities
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Dr. Howard A. Shugart, associate professor of physics at the
University of California at Berkeley, will speak 6n "The Unit of
Time" at 10 a.m. in Barman Auditorium. The lecture is intended
to stimulate interest in physics
and is open to the general public.

Tomorrow

Activities

St. Peter Claver Center, tutoring begins again tomorrow, 10
a.m.-noon, 1:15-3:15 p.m.

Meetings

'
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Ex,a*8
and
teiaess
has created even more openings.

Los Amigos, 1 p.m., U.W., Hub.

Rides leave from Chieftain at
12:30 p.m. Dr. Thomas Downey
of S.U.s history department will
speak on the Mexican Revolution.
A X Psi pledges, 7:30 p.m.; actives, 8 p.m., McHugh Hall.

Reminders

CAP Coffee House, ("Tabard"),
9 p.m.-l a.m. today and tomorrow, McHugh. There will be live

entertainment and refreshments.

Official Notice

Students enrolled spring 1966
who are planning to attend summer quarter may obtain registration numbers at the office of
the registrar beginning Monday.
Numbers will be assigned to students who present a class schedule approved by their adviser.
Consult the summer schedule for
registration time.
Mary Alice" Lee
Registrar
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As you contemplateone of the most important decisions
you have yet had to make, we suggest you consider
joining us at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like most everyone else, we offer all of the usual "fringe" benefits,
including our Corporation-financedGraduate Education
Program. But, far more important to you and your
future, is the wide-open opportunity for professional
growth with a company that enjoys an enviablerecord of
stability. You will be working on challengingnew problems of propulsion.
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you'll get a solid
And make no mistake about it
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution to our
nation's economic growth and to its national defense

.
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degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in: MECHANICAL
"Your
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" CHEMICAL ENAERONAUTICAL ELECTRICAL
"
"
GINEERING
" CERAMICS " MATHEMATICS " ENGINEERING SCIphysics

chemistry

metallurgy
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GRADUATION DATE

DEGREE(S)
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ENCE OR APPLIED MECHANICS.

MISC.

TYPING
Dorothy Smiley
BEFORE S p.m.
WE 7-0770

PICK UP and deliver typing, ell
kinds. IBM pica. Tanya Gunderman.
LI 6-3261.
THESES, term papers on IBM electric
typewriter. Mrs. Rich. WE 7-2423.

HELP WANTED
COSMETIC OPPORTUNITY. Earn part
time income (your hours) with
new and exciting products. LA 30495, MA 3-1354.

For more specific information (and immediateaction)

concerning a career with Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, write
today (or use coupon) to Mr. William L.Stoner, Engineering Building 1-A, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hart-

ford, Connecticut 06108.
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SPECIALISTS IN POWER
POWER FOR PROPULSIONpower FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS
INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES,
SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS tAST HARTFORD. CONNECTICUI
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST HALM BLACH. KOKIDA
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An Equal Opportunity Employer.M 4 1

